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Abstract
Linear codes with a few weights have important applications in authentication codes, secret shar-
ing, consumer electronics, etc.. The determination of the parameters such as Hamming weight
distributions and complete weight enumerators of linear codes are important research topics.
In this paper, we consider some classes of linear codes with a few weights and determine the
complete weight enumerators from which the corresponding Hamming weight distributions are
derived with help of some sums involving Legendre symbol.
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1. Introduction
Throughout this paper, let p be an odd prime and q = pe with e = 2m, where e and m are
two positive integers. Two symbols, α and d, are kept unchanged as well where α is a positive
integer and d = gcd(α, e). An [n, k, s] linear code C over Fp is a k-dimensional subspace of
vector space Fnp with minimum Hamming distance s. Let Ai denote the number of codewords
with Hamming weight i in C, then the polynomial 1+ A1z+ A2z2 + · · ·+ Anzn is referred to as the
weight enumerator of C, and the sequence {A1, · · · , An} the weight distribution of C. The code C
is said to be t-weight if there are t non-zero components in its weight distribution.
Let c = (c0, c1, · · · , cn−1) be a codeword of the linear code C. Then, the complete weight
enumerator of c is a monomial polynomial in the unknowns wi(0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1) given below
w(c) = w
t0
0
w
t1
1
· · ·wtp−1
p−1 (1)
where ti(0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1) denotes the number of components of c that are equal to i. From the
complete weight enumerator of c can be defined the complete weight enumerator of the linear
code C as a homogeneous polynomial of degree n (see [13, 14]):
CWE(C) =
∑
c∈C
w(c). (2)
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Note that C can be partitioned into disjoint union of some subsets such that every codeword of a
such subset has the same complete weight enumerator. Hence, (2) may be transformed into the
following equation:
CWE(C) =
∑
t∈Fpp\{0}
F(t0, t1, · · · , tp−1)wt00wt11 · · ·w
tp−1
p−1 (3)
where t = (t0, t1, · · · , tp−1), 0 is the zero vector of Fpp, and F(t0, t1, · · · , tp−1) denotes the number
of the codewords that have w
t0
0
w
t1
1
· · ·wtp−1
p−1 as their complete weight enumerator. The composi-
tion of the codeword c associated with its complete weight enumerator given in (1) is a p−tuple,
comp(c) = (t0, t1, · · · , tp−1) [13]. F(t0, t1, · · · , tp−1) is referred to as the frequency of the com-
position (t0, t1, · · · , tp−1), or as the frequency of the complete weight enumerator wt00wt11 · · ·w
tp−1
p−1,
and ti(0 ≤ i ≤ p − 1) is referred to as the exponent of symbol i. The generic codeword c may
have different composition depending on what constraint is applied to it. Therefore, the item
F(t0, t1, · · · , tp−1)wt00wt11 · · ·w
tp−1
p−1 defined in (3), is sometimes called the contribution of the case
indicating that constraint.
The complete weight enumerators are the important parameters in coding theory from which
the corresponding Hamming weight enumerators can be deduced. While studying the Reed-
Solomon codes, Blake and Kith showed that the complete weight enumerators could be an useful
tool for soft decision decoding[15]. In [16], Helleseth and Kholosha demonstrated that the study
of monomial and quadratic bent functions was related to the determination of complete weight
enumerators of linear codes. Ding et al. [17, 18] showed that the complete weight enumerators
could be used to compute the deception probabilities of certain authentication codes. In [19, 20],
Kuzmin and Nechaev investigated the generalized Kerdoc codes and related linear codes over
Galois rings and determined their complete weight enumerators. In [21, 22, 23], the complete
weight enumerators of some constant composition codes were studied and determined.
Linear codes with a few weights are of important in secret sharing [24, 25], authentication
codes [17], association schemes [1] and strongly regular graphs [26]. In [2, 3], Ding et al.
introduced a general construction method called the defining set method, by which the authors
of [4, 5, 6, 7] could construct some new linear codes with at most 3-weights, determined their
weight enumerators, and studied their application in the information theory. Very recently, in
[7, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31], the authors constructed some new linear codes with a few weights and
settled their complete weight enumerators by using the defining set method.
Let D be an n-subset of Fq. A linear code of length n over Fp can be constructed by the
following definition
CD =
{(
Tr(xd1), Tr(xd2), · · · , Tr(xdn)
)
: x ∈ Fq
}
,
where Tr denotes the trace function from Fq to Fp, and di ∈ D(1 ≤ i ≤ n). The set D is called
the defining set of the code CD.
Let f (X) = ap
α
Xp
2α
+ aX be a mapping from Fq to Fq, where a ∈ F∗q. Coulter [8, 9] obtained
some important results on exponential sums over Fq related to f (X). Based on the results of
Coulter [8, 9] and the defining set method, Q. Wang et al constructed two classes of linear codes
with a fewweights and determined the complete weight enumerators and the weight distributions
[7]. The defining set in [7] is below
D =
{
x ∈ Fq : Tr(xpα+1) = a
}
, (4)
2
and the corresponding linear codes are defined as
CD =
{(
Tr(xd1) + c, Tr(xd2) + c, · · · , Tr(xdn) + c
)
: x ∈ Fq
}
, (5)
where a, c ∈ Fp, and di ∈ D(1 ≤ i ≤ n).
2. Main Theorems
Theorem 2.1. In (4) and (5), let a = 0 and c , 0. In addition, suppose that m
d
is odd. Then, the
code CD of (5) is a [pe−1 − (p − 1)pm−1 − 1, e+ 1] linear code whose weight distribution is listed
in Table 1, and whose complete weight enumerator is
CWE(CD) = wp
e−1−(p−1)pm−1−1
c +
(
pe−1 − (p − 1)pm−1 − 1)wpe−2−(p−1)pm−1−1c ∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2
i
+ (p − 1)(pe−1 + pm−1)wpe−2−1c
∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2−pm−1
i
.
(6)
Table 1: Weight distribution of the code of Theorem 2.1
weight w multiplicity Aw
(p − 1)(pe−2 − pm−1) − 1 pe−1 − (p − 1)pm−1 − 1
(p − 1)pe−2 − (p − 2)pm−1 − 1 (p − 1)(pe−1 + pm−1)
pe−1 − (p − 1)pm−1 − 1 1
Theorem 2.2. In (4) and (5), let a , 0 and c , 0. In addition, suppose that m
d
is odd. Then, the
code CD of (5) is a [pe−1 + pm−1, e+ 1] linear code whose weight distribution is listed in Table 2,
and whose complete weight enumerator is
CWE(CD) = wp
e−1
+pm−1
c +
(
pe−1 − (p − 1)pm−1 − 1)wpe−2+pm−1c ∏
1≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2
i+c
+ (pe−1 + pm−1)w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm−1
c
∏
1≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
i2−c2
p
)
pm−1
i+c
+ (pe−1 + pm−1)
∑
1≤i≤p−1
i,(4a)−1c2(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)
w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm−1
j+c
+ (pe−1 + pm−1)
∑
1≤i≤p−1(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)
w
pe−2+
(
−1
p
)
pm−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm−1
j+c
,
(7)
where the index of each unknown w is reduced modulo p, and
( ∗
p
)
denotes the Legendre symbol
modulo p.
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Table 2: Weight distribution of the code of Theorem 2.2
weight w multiplicity Aw
(p − 1)pe−2 1
2
(p − 1)(pe−1 + pm−1)
(p − 1)pe−2 + pm−1 2pe−1 − (p − 2)pm−1 − 1
(p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm−1 1
2
(p − 3)(pe−1 + pm−1)
pe−1 + pm−1 1
Theorem 2.3. In (4) and (5), let a = 0 and c , 0. In addition, suppose that m
d
is even. Then,
the code CD of (5) is a [pe−1 − (p − 1)pm+d−1 − 1, e + 1] linear code whose weight distribution is
listed in Table 3, and whose complete weight enumerator is
CWE(CD) = wp
e−1−(p−1)pm+d−1−1
c + (p
e − pe−2d)wpe−2−(p−1)pm+d−2−1c
∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2−(p−1)pm+d−2
i
+
(
pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1)wpe−2−(p−1)pm+d−1−1c ∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2
i
+ (p − 1)(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)wpe−2−1c ∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2−pm+d−1
i
.
(8)
Table 3: Weight distribution of the code of Theorem 2.3
weight w multiplicity Aw
(p − 1)(pe−2 − (p − 1)pm+d−2) − 1 pe − pe−2d
(p − 1)(pe−2 − pm+d−1) − 1 pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1
(p − 1)pe−2 − (p − 2)pm+d−1 − 1 (p − 1)(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)
pe−1 − (p − 1)pm+d−1 − 1 1
Table 4: Weight distribution of the code of Theorem 2.4
weight w multiplicity Aw
(p − 1)(pe−2 + pm+d−2) pe − pe−2d
(p − 1)pe−2 + pm+d−1 2pe−2d−1 − (p − 2)pm−d−1 − 1
(p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm+d−1 1
2
(p − 3)(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)
(p − 1)pe−2 1
2
(p − 1)(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)
pe−1 + pm+d−1 1
Theorem 2.4. In (4) and (5), let (a, c) ∈ F∗p × F∗p. In addition, suppose that md is even. Then, the
code CD of (5) is a [pe−1 + pm+d−1, e + 1] linear code whose weight distribution is listed in Table
4
4, and whose complete weight enumerator is
CWE(CD) = wp
e−1
+pm+d−1
c + (p
e − pe−2d)
∏
0≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2+pm+d−2
i
+
(
pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1)wpe−2+pm+d−1c ∏
1≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2
i+c
+ (pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
i2−c2
p
)
pm+d−1
i+c
+ (pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)
∑
1≤i≤p−1
i,(4a)−1c2(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)
w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
j+c
+ (pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)
∑
1≤i≤p−1(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)
w
pe−2+( −1
p
)pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
j+c
,
(9)
where the index of each unknown w is reduced modulo p, and
( ∗
p
)
denotes the Legendre symbol
modulo p.
3. Proof of the main theorems
This section is devoted to prove the main theorems of the previous section, before that some
concepts and basic results on group character and a series of needed lemmas, such as the work
of Coulter on exponential sum over finite field [8, 9], some intermediate results in [6], will be
presented. At first, we introduce some sums of Legendre’s Symbols needed in the estimation of
the Hamming weights from the corresponding complete weight enumerators.
Lemma 3.1 ([12]). Let p be an odd prime, and a, b, c be any integers. Then
p−1∑
x=0
(
ax2 + bx + c
p
)
=

−
(
a
p
)
if p ∤ b2 − 4ac
(p − 1)
(
a
p
)
if p | b2 − 4ac
where
( ∗
p
)
denotes Legendre Symbol modulo p.
Let p be an odd prime, and a, c, i ∈ F∗p. Define the following two sums:
S p(a, i) =
p−1∑
j=1
(
j2 − 4ai
p
)
, Lp(c) =
p−1∑
j=1
(
j2 − c2
p
)
.
Then, we can obtain the next two corollaries from Lemma 3.1 whose proofs are omitted:
Corollary 3.1. (1) p ≡ 1 (mod 4).
S p(a, i) =

−2 if
(
a
p
)
=
(
i
p
)
0 if
(
a
p
)
,
(
i
p
)
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(2) p ≡ 3 (mod 4).
S p(a, i) =

0 if
(
a
p
)
=
(
i
p
)
−2 if
(
a
p
)
,
(
i
p
)
Corollary 3.2.
Lp(c) =
−2 if p ≡ 1 (mod 4)0 if p ≡ 3 (mod 4)
We need also the cardinalities of the following four sets in the derivation of the Hamming
weights from their complete weight enumerators:
N+p (a, c) =
{
1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 :
(
c2 − 4ai
p
)
= 1, i ,
c2
4a
,
(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)}
,
N−p (a, c) =
{
1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 :
(
c2 − 4ai
p
)
= −1, i , c
2
4a
,
(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)}
,
M+p (a, c) =
{
1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 :
(
c2 − 4ai
p
)
= 1, i ,
c2
4a
,
(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)}
,
M−p (a, c) =
{
1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 :
(
c2 − 4ai
p
)
= −1, i , c
2
4a
,
(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)}
,
where
( ∗
p
)
denotes Legendre Symbol, and a, c ∈ F∗p.
Lemma 3.2 ([12]). If p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then #N+p (a, c) = p−54 , #N−p (a, c) =
p−1
4
, and #M+p (a, c) =
#M−p (a, c) =
p−1
4
, else if p ≡ 3 (mod 4), then #N+p (a, c) = #N−p (a, c) = p−34 , #M+p (a, c) =
p−3
4
and
#M−p (a, c) =
p+1
4
.
An additive character of Fq, χ, is a nonzero function from Fq to a set of nonzero complex
numbers such that for any pair (x, y) ∈ Fq × Fq, χ(x + y) = χ(x)χ(y). In this paper, the complex
conjugate of χ is denoted by χ. For each b ∈ Fq, an additive character of Fq can be define below
χb(c) = ς
Tr(bc)
p , for all c ∈ Fq, (10)
where ςp = e
2pi
√
−1
p . In (10), the character χ0 is said to be trivial since for all c ∈ Fq, χ0(c) = 1. The
character χ1 is called the canonical additive character. It was shown that any additive character
of Fq can be written as χb(x) = χ1(bx) [11, Chapter 5]. In this paper, the canonical additive
character is used and its subscript omitted.
The orthogonal property of the additive character over Fq is resumed in the following [11,
Chapter 5]: ∑
x∈Fq
χb(x) =
q, if b = 0,0, otherwise.
A multiplicative character ψ of Fq over F
∗
q is a nonzero function from F
∗
q to a set of nonzero
complex number such that for any (x, y) ∈ F∗q × F∗q, ψ(xy) = ψ(x)ψ(y). Let θ be a primitive
element of F∗q. Then, any multiplicative character over F
∗
q can be written as
ψ j(θ
k) = e2pi
√
−1 jk/(q−1),
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where 0 ≤ j, k ≤ q − 2. The multiplicative character ψ(q−1)/2 is called the quadratic character of
Fq, denoted by η. In this paper, suppose that η(0) = 0. With the canonical additive character and
the quadratic character can the quadratic Gauss sum over Fq be defined by
G(η, χ) =
∑
x∈F∗q
η(x)χ(x). (11)
In order not to confuse with the complex conjugation, let χ̂ denote the canonical additive charac-
ter over Fp, and η̂ the quadratic character over Fp, respectively.
Let a ∈ F∗q and b ∈ Fq where q = pe with p an odd prime and e a positive integer. In [9],
Coulter gave the definition of a kind of exponential sum as below
S α(a, b) =
∑
x∈Fq
χ(axp
α
+1
+ bx), (12)
and explicit formulae to evaluate that sum which are resume in the next lemmas:
Lemma 3.3 ([9],Theorem 1). Let q be odd and suppose f (X) = ap
α
Xp
2α
+ aX is a permutation
polynomial over Fq. Let x0 be the unique solution of the equation f (x) = −bpα , b , 0. The
evaluation of (12) partitions into the following two cases.
(1) If e/d is odd then
S α(a, b) =

(−1)e−1√qη(−a)χ(axpα+1
0
) if p ≡ 1 (mod 4)
(−1)e−1
√
−13e √qη(−a)χ(axpα+1
0
) if p ≡ 3 (mod 4)
(2) If e/d is even then e = 2m, a(q−1)/(p
d
+1)
, (−1)m/d and
S α(a, b) = −(−1)m/dpmχ(axp
α+1
0
).
Lemma 3.4 ([9],Theorem 2). Let q = pe be odd and suppose f (X) = ap
α
Xp
2α
+ aX is not a
permutation polynomial over Fq. Then for b , 0 we have S α(a, b) = 0 unless the equation
f (X) = −bpα is solvable. If this equation is solvable, with some solution x0 say, then
S α(a, b) = −(−1)m/dpm+dχ(axp
α+1
0
).
Recall that d = gcd(e, α), and q = pe. If e/d is odd or e/d is even with e = 2m and
a(q−1)/(p
d
+1)
, (−1)m/d , then f (X) = apαXp2α + aX is a permutation polynomial over Fq and
f (X) = ap
α
Xp
2α
+ aX = 0 has no nonzero solution over Fq. If e/d is even with e = 2m and
a(q−1)/(p
d
+1)
= (−1)m/d, then, f (X) = apαXp2α + aX = 0 has p2d − 1 nonzero solutions in F∗q [8,
Theorem 4.1].
Corollary 3.3. Let q = pe be odd and suppose f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X is not a permutation polynomial
over Fq, and that f (X) = −bpα is solvable for a given b ∈ F∗q. Denote the set of the solutions as
Sb. Then, for each distinct pair (x1, x2) ∈ Sb × Sb, we have Tr(xp
α
+1
1
) = Tr(x
pα+1
2
) = a, where
a ∈ Fp.
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Proof. From the above discussion, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X is not a permutation polynomial over Fq if
and only if e/d is even with e = 2m and m/d is even, for that a(q−1)/(p
d
+1)
= (−1)m/d holds always
for a = 1. From Lemma 3.4, it is clear that the value of S α(1, b) dosn’t depend on which solution
of f (X) = −bpα is chosen, so that we have
S α(1, b) = −(−1)m/dpm+dχ(xp
α+1
1
) = −(−1)m/dpm+dχ(xpα+1
2
),
which implicates Tr(x
pα+1
1
) = Tr(x
pα+1
2
) = a for some a ∈ Fp.
We denote the property of Corollary 3.3 as Tr(Sb) = a which means that for each distinct
pair (x1, x2) ∈ Sb ×Sb, Tr(xp
α
+1
1
) = Tr(x
pα+1
2
) = a.
When determining the weight distribution, we need to know how many there are bs with
b ∈ Fq such that f (X) = −bpα is solvable, which is answered by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.5 ([6], Lemma 21). Set f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X and
S = {b ∈ Fq : f (X) = −bp
α
is solvable in Fq}.
If m/d is even, then |S | = pe−2d.
For a ∈ Fp, the definiting set in [6] is given by
Da =
{
x ∈ F∗q : Tr(xp
α
+1) = a
}
. (13)
Let
na =
|Da ∪ {0}| if a = 0,|Da|, if a , 0. (14)
It is clear that na of (14) gives the length of codewords of the linear codes CDa defined in (5)
and constructed by using the defining set of (13), whose values were explicitly computed in [6],
resumed by the following lemma:
Lemma 3.6 ([6]).
n0 =
p
e−1 − (p − 1)pm−1, if m/d is odd,
pe−1 − (p − 1)pm+d−1, if m/d is even.
na =
p
e−1
+ pm−1, if m/d is odd,
pe−1 + pm+d−1, if m/d is even.
Suppose that f (X) = −bpα is solvable for the case m/d is even, how many are there such bs
with b ∈ Fq such that Tr(Sb) = a? (see Corollary 3.3) This question is answered by the next
lemma:
Lemma 3.7. Let q = pe, e = 2m, and suppose that m/d is even, where p is an odd prime and
d = gcd(α, e). In addition, suppose that f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα is solvable with nonempty
solution set Sb for each b in the following set S :
S =
{
b ∈ Fq : Tr(Sb) = a
}
,
where a ∈ Fp. Then |S | = na/p2d.
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Proof. By Corollary 3.3, it is clear that the non empty solution set Sb, of the equation f (X) =
Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα , is contained in Da of (13). i.e., Sb ⊆ Da. By Theorem 4.1 in [8], |Sb| = p2d,
hence |Sb| divides na. For each Sb ⊆ Da corresponds to an unique b such taht f (X) = −bpα is
solvable and Tr(Sb) = a. The proof is complete.
Lemma 3.8. Let q = pe, e = 2m, and suppose that m/d is odd, where p is an odd prime and
d = gcd(α, e). Then, f (X) = Xp
2α
+X is a permutation polynomial over Fq, and f (X) = X
p2α
+X =
−bpα has an unique solution for each b ∈ Fq. Denote its unique solution as x0 for the given b. In
addition, let
S =
{
b ∈ Fq : Tr(xp
α
+1
0
) = a
}
,
with a ∈ Fp. Then, |S | = na.
Proof. Since x0 is unique for the given b, when b ranges over Fq, x0 does too. Hence, S = {b ∈
Fq : Tr(x
pα+1
0
) = a} = {x ∈ Fq : Tr(xpα+1) = a}. Therefore, |S | = |{x ∈ Fq : Tr(xpα+1) = a}| =
na.
The next exponential sum over Fq was defined in [6] in order to compute the Hamming
weights of the code CDa of (5) with the defining set Da given by (13).
Nb(a, c) =
{
x ∈ Fq : Tr(xpα+1) = a and Tr(bx) = c
}
. (15)
Let wt(cb) denote the Hamming weight of the codeword cb(b ∈ F∗q) of the code CDa . It is easy to
check out
wt(cb) = na − |Nb(a, c)|. (16)
The following lemmas give the explicit values of Nb(a, c) according to if m/d is odd or even.
Lemma 3.9 ([6], Lemma 30). Suppose that m/d is even, and a ∈ F∗p. For b ∈ F∗q, if f (X) =
Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has no solution in Fq, then
|Nb(a, 0)| = pe−2 + pm+d−2,
else
|Nb(a, 0)| =
p
e−2
+ pm+d−1, if Tr
(
γp
α
+1)
= 0,
pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(−aTr(γpα+1)), if Tr(γpα+1)) , 0,
where γ is one of the solutions of f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα , i.e., γ ∈ Sb.
Lemma 3.10 ([6], Lemma 31). Suppose that m/d is even, and (a, c) ∈ F∗p × F∗p. For b ∈ F∗q, if
f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has no solution in Fq, then
|Nb(a, c)| = pe−2 + pm+d−2,
else
|Nb(a, c)| =

pe−2, if Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
= 0,
pe−2, if Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
= c2/(4a),
pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(c2 − 4aTr(γpα+1)), otherwise,
where γ is one of the solutions of f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα , i.e., γ ∈ Sb.
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Now we are ready to prove Theorem 2.1-2.4, but we only prove Theorem 2.4 since proofs
for other three theorems are similar and omitted due to limited space.
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (I) Case for b ∈ F∗q, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has no solution in Fq.
From Lemma 3.5, the number of b ∈ F∗q such that f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has no solution
is equal to pe − pe−2d. From Lemma 3.9 and 3.10 the parts for this case, for each symbol
i ∈ Fp (see Section 1), its exponent is pe−2 + pm+d−2, therefore the contribution of this case
to the complete weight enumerator is
C1 = (p
e − pe−2d)
∏
0≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2+pm+d−2
i
. (17)
From (17), the corresponding Hamming weight, denoted by wt(C1), and the multiplicity,
denoted by AC1 , are respectively
wt(C1) = (p − 1)(pe−2 + pm+d−2),
AC1 = p
e − pe−2d.
(18)
(II) Case where for b ∈ F∗q, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has a solution γ such that Tr(γpα+1) = 0.
From Lemma 3.6 and Lemma 3.7, the number of b ∈ F∗q such that f (X) = Xp
2α
+X = −bpα
has a solution γ and Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
= 0, is equal to pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1. By Lemma
3.9, the exponent of symbol c is pe−2 + pm+d−1. From Lemma 3.10, the exponents of other
symbols other than c are pe−2. Hence, the contribution of this case to the complete weight
enumerator is
C2 =
(
pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1)wpe−2+pm+d−1c ∏
0≤i≤p−1
i,c
w
pe−2
i
. (19)
From (19), the corresponding Hamming weight and the multiplicity are respectively
wt(C2) = (p − 1)pe−2 + pm+d−1,
AC2 = p
e−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1.
(20)
(III) Case where for b ∈ F∗q, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has a solution γ such that Tr(γpα+1) = c2
4a
.
Remark that
(
a
p
)
=
(
Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
p
)
since Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
=
c2
4a
. From Lemma 3.7 at first and
Lemma 3.6, the number of b ∈ F∗q such that f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has a solution γ and
Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
=
c2
4a
, is equal to pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1. To ease the proof, define
Nb(a, c : ρ) =
{
x ∈ Fq : Tr(xpα+1) = a and Tr(bx) + c = ρ
}
. (21)
It is clear that Nb(a, c : ρ) = Nb(a, c¯) where c¯ = ρ − c. Regarding c¯, three cases may be
distinguished: c¯ = 0, c¯2 = 4aTr
(
γp
α
+1
)
= c2 and c¯2 , 4aTr
(
γp
α
+1
)
= c2.
• c¯ = 0, corresponding to the symbol c whose exponent can be determined by Lemma
3.9 and equals to pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(−aTr(γpα+1)) = pe−2 − pm+d−1(−1
p
)
.
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• c¯ = 4aTr(γpα+1) = c2, corresponding to the symbol 0, 2c (mod p) whose exponents
can be determined by Lemma 3.10 and equal to pe−2.
• c¯ , 4aTr(γpα+1) = c2, corresponding to the symbol (c¯+c) (mod p)(c¯ , 0,±c) whose
exponents can be determined by Lemma 3.10 and equal to
pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(c¯2 − 4aTr(γpα+1)) = pe−2 − pm+d−1( c¯2 − c2
p
)
.
The contribution of this case to the complete weight enumerator is obtained by gathering
the above results:
C3 = (p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1)w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤i≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
i2−c2
p
)
pm+d−1
i+c
. (22)
We use Corollary 3.2 to compute the Hamming weight of (22).
wt(C3) =
(
pe−2 −
(−1
p
)
pm+d−1
)
+
p−1∑
i=1
(
pe−2 −
(
i2 − c2
p
)
pm+d−1
)
− pe−2
= (p − 1)pe−2 −
((−1
p
)
+ Lp(c)
)
pm+d−1
= (p − 1)pe−2 + pm+d−1.
(23)
Note that the multiplicity of wt(C3) is AC3 = p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1.
(IV) Case where for b ∈ F∗q, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has a solution γ such that Tr(γpα+1) , c2
4a
.
Let i = Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
, then 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and i , c2
4a
. Furthermore, suppose
(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)
. From
Lemma 3.7 at first and Lemma 3.6, the number of b ∈ F∗q such that f (X) = Xp
2α
+X = −bpα
has a solution γ and Tr
(
γp
α
+1
)
,
c2
4a
, is equal to pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1. Regarding c¯ defined
in(21), three cases can be distinguished: c¯ = 0, c¯2 = 4ai and c¯2 , 4ai.
• c¯ = 0, corresponding to the symbol c whose exponent can be determined by Lemma
3.9 and equals to pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(−aTr(γpα+1))) = pe−2 − pm+d−1(−1
p
)
.
• c¯ = 4ai, corresponding to the symbol (c ± 2
√
ai) (mod p) whose exponents can be
determined by Lemma 3.10 and equal to pe−2. Remark that the square root of 4ai
exists since
(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)
.
• c¯ , 4ai, corresponding to the symbol (c¯ + c) (mod p)(c¯ , 0,±2
√
ai) whose expo-
nents can be determined by Lemma 3.10 and equal to
pe−2 − pm+d−1η̂(c¯2 − 4aTr(γpα+1)) = pe−2 − pm+d−1( c¯2 − 4ai
p
)
.
According to above discussion, the contribution of this case to the complete weight enu-
merator is
C4 =
∑
1≤i≤p−1
i,(4a)−1c2(
i
p
)
=
(
a
p
)
(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)w
pe−2−
(
−1
p
)
pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
j+c
. (24)
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We use Corollary 3.1 to compute the Hamming weight of (24):
wt(C4) =
(
pe−2 −
(−1
p
)
pm+d−1
)
+
p−1∑
j=1
(
pe−2 −
(
j2 − 4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
)
−
(
pe−2 −
(
c2 − 4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
)
= (p − 1)pe−2 +
((
c2 − 4ai
p
)
−
(−1
p
)
− S p(a, i)
)
pm+d−1
= (p − 1)pe−2 +
(
1 +
(
c2 − 4ai
p
))
pm+d−1.
Hence, we thus obtain
wt(C4) =

(p − 1)pe−2, if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= −1,
(p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm+d−1, if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= 1.
(25)
From Lemma 3.2, the multiplicity of (25) is:
AC4 =

#N−p (a, c)(p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1), if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= −1,
#N+p (a, c)(p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1), if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= 1.
(26)
(V) Case where for b ∈ F∗q, f (X) = Xp
2α
+ X = −bpα has a solution γ such that Tr(γpα+1) , c2
4a
.
Let i = Tr
(
γp
α
+1), then 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1 and i , c2
4a
. Furthermore, suppose
(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)
. The
analysis of the actual case is similar to case (IV), we omit the detail and write down the
result:
C5 =
∑
1≤i≤p−1(
i
p
)
,
(
a
p
)
(pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1)w
pe−2+( −1
p
)pm+d−1
c
∏
1≤ j≤p−1
w
pe−2−
(
j2−4ai
p
)
pm+d−1
j+c
(27)
The Hamming weight of C5 is
wt(C5) =

(p − 1)pe−2, if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= −1,
(p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm+d−1, if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= 1.
(28)
From Lemma 3.2, the multiplicity of (28) is:
AC5 =

#M−p (a, c)(p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1), if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= −1,
#M+p (a, c)(p
e−2d−1
+ pm−d−1), if
(
c2−4ai
p
)
= 1.
(29)
Finally, in (5) set x = 0, we obtain the singleton codeword of which each component is
equal to the symbol c. By Lemma 3.6, the exponent of the symbol c is pe−1 + pm+d−1, so
the contribution of this case to the complete weight enumerator is
C0 = w
pe−1+pm+d−1
c . (30)
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It is obvious that wt(C0) = p
e−1
+ pm+d−1, and the multiplicity AC0 = 1.
By (17), (19), (22), (24), (27), and (30), the complete weight enumerator of the code given
by Theorem 2.4 is
CWE(CD) = C0 + C1 +C2 +C3 +C4 + C5,
which is identical to (9). By gathering the results from (18), (20), (23), (25) associated with (26),
and (28) associated with (29), the Hamming weight and its multiplicity of each contribution to
the complete weight enumerator, C0 − C5, are listed in Table 5 for p ≡ 1 (mod 4). Remark
that for p ≡ 3 (mod 4), it leads to a similar table. Table 4 that gives the weight distribution of
Theorem 2.4 can be derived directly from Table 5 and the one for p ≡ 3 (mod 4) (here omitted).
The proof is completed.
Table 5: Complete weight enumerators and their weight distributions of Theorem 2.4
Ci weight wt(Ci) multiplicity ACi
C0 p
e−1
+ pm+d−1 1
C1 (p − 1)
(
pe−2 + pm+d−2
)
pe − pe−2d
C2 (p − 1)pe−2 + pm+d−1 pe−2d−1 − (p − 1)pm−d−1 − 1
C3 (p − 1)pe−2 + pm+d−1 pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1
C4 (p − 1)pe−2 p−14
(
pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1
)
C4 (p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm+d−1 p−54
(
pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1
)
C5 (p − 1)pe−2 p−14
(
pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1
)
C5 (p − 1)pe−2 + 2pm+d−1 p−14
(
pe−2d−1 + pm−d−1
)
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